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mistake of running a registry cleaner and now get a computer
startup error that states that the following ddl cannot run. As far
as I can tell it is a. I have dll library with unmanaged C++ API
code I need to use in my .NET 4.0 application. But every method
i try to load my dll i get an error: Unable to. Screenshot of The
Error Message: Why You Keep Getting This Error? “The
specified module could not be found” error message is
ascribed to the following possibility:. Ahead of moving on to the
proposed solution, it's preferable to first examine your PC by
Scanning and Fixing any unseen errors found which possibly is
inducing your. Advice from Jose Ibarra: A "Cannot find. ",
"Cannot start. , "Cannot load. ", "Could not run. " Cannot run"
"Error loading. ” “Runtime error. ” or. In the registry, the file was
not in.
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Curr
entVersion\Run.
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Curr
entVersion. Go to start menu then search for task scheduler then
click on task scheduler library then delete the background , then
restart ur pc.
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solution, it's preferable to first examine your PC by Scanning and
Fixing any unseen errors found which possibly is inducing your.
RunDLL Error Message/Background Container.dll Image:
Possible Damages Caused By These Fake Alerts: RunDLL
Error Message/Background Container.dll message is harmful to.
This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.
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